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Peaceful & Empowered Meditation 

Audio Script 

 

Overwhelm can make us feel like we’re short circuiting. 
Life keeps going, but we are paralyzed and unable to move 
forward. Overwhelm is often a combination of emotions 
and reactions - fear, confusion, powerlessness, shock, and 
more. Where do you start calming down the storm? Or 
even, how do I get off this crazy ride? 

For the next several minutes, we will focus our thoughts 
and intention on resolving the overwhelm and taking back 
our power. Overwhelm is a feeling and also a perception. 
The perception tells you that you can’t overcome your 
challenges, it’s too much, and you need to just give up. 
What you may not realize is that you are more powerful 
than your challenges. You are worthy of a good life. You will 
overcome these difficulties and thrive.  
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My name is Tiffany Garvin. In this meditation, you will 
learn how to calm your internal chaos, think more clearly, 
and engage your power in order to create peace and 
confidence. The power is within you to orchestrate your life 
so that you can create health, happiness, and success. We’ll 
begin that process together.  

Let’s start by taking a nice deep breath. Fill your 
abdomen first, then your lungs. Now breathe out while 
allowing your body to sink lower and relax. Slowly breathe 
in and out, allowing any stress you’re feeling to release and 
disappear. 

You may feel overwhelmed by the difficulties you’re 
facing, expectations placed on you, or the endless tasks on 
a list. Take a deep breath and be open to the truth that you 
have everything you need to manage your life well. Think 
to yourself, “I am powerful.” “I am valuable.” “I am resilient.”
“I have purpose.” Take another deep breath and release 
any resistance you may be feeling to these statements.  

Let them grow inside of you. “I am powerful.” “I am 
valuable.” Keep breathing. Release any resistance you may 
feel about these truths. “I am resilient.” “I have purpose.” 
Breathe in and blow out any lingering discomfort.  

At your core, these statements are true and 
unchangeable. No matter what you think or believe that is 
contrary, you are powerful, valuable, resilient, and have a 
beautiful purpose to fulfill. You can learn to remove the 
perceptions of lack in any of these statements. Breathe in 
and out.  
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Let’s look closer at your power. Somewhere along your 
life, you may have felt powerless or that you didn’t have any 
influence over the events in your life. Those events have 
passed, you are here now, and you can take back that 
power.  

Look for a moment at the overwhelm, what is the 
loudest challenge you’re facing that makes you feel 
powerless? It could be health, stress, a difficult family 
member. What is it? … Take that challenge and hold it in 
your hands. Pull it from your mind or your heart if you need 
to. Keep breathing. 

Now, hold it out at arm’s length. You can simply visualize 
this. Your biggest issue challenging your power is now 
contained in your hands and out at the end of your arms. 
This is where you can look at it from the outside. You can 
remember that it’s not you. It is an issue that you are 
dealing with. Out there, it doesn’t have any power over 
you. You have power over it. Take a deep breath and 
release any discomfort you are feeling about it. Release 
again and breathe. Keep releasing and breathing for a bit 
longer. 

Now let’s look at your value. You may not be feeling as 
valuable, worthy, and good as you truly are. That can come 
from experience, other people’s words or actions, or 
maybe even from your own thoughts. Again, it’s simply not 
true. You are infinitely valuable, infinitely worthy of love and 
good things in your life. Keep breathing.  

Take that feeling that you’re not good enough and hold 
it in your hands. Take it out of your heart or wherever it may 
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be. Now, hold it at arms’ length, and say in your mind, “I am 
valuable.” “I’m doing my best, and right now, that’s perfect.”
“I am of infinite worth because I was born.” Breathe again.  

Release anything in you that is trying to convince you of 
something less than this. Breathe and let it all go. 
Remember how powerful you are? Release and breathe. 
Keep releasing and breathing for a few more seconds.  

Overwhelm can often be a sign that we feel unsafe, 
vulnerable, or not resilient enough to make it through our 
challenges. It can be oppressive and convincing. But the 
truth is, you are more resilient than you know. You can calm 
those fears and rise up stronger.  

Take a deep breath and release the fear, release the 
doubt you feel in yourself, release the overwhelm, and 
breathe. Keep releasing and breathing until you feel more 
peaceful and reassured.  

Sometimes our challenges feel pointless, just pain that 
doesn’t seem to accomplish anything. That can make it 
difficult to work to resolve them, and that can lead to more 
overwhelm. Whatever the challenge, there is always 
something to gain from it. Our trials can be our greatest 
teachers. As we submit to and learn the lesson within the 
difficulty, we allow valuable growth and come closer to 
who we are meant to be. This growth is essential because 
you are valuable and have a great purpose to fulfill. 

Take a deep breath and release any frustration and 
resistance to learning the lesson. Now, strengthen your 
awareness that there is purpose in your challenge and 
purpose in your life. Say to yourself, “I have a purpose to 
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fulfill.” “I am important.” “My life has meaning.” Release any 
resistance you feel to those statements and breathe. Keep 
releasing and breathing for a little longer.  

As we wind down this meditation, relax and feel 
reassured that you can handle any challenge that life offers 
you. Commit to owning your power, believing in your 
value, trusting in your resilience, and following your 
purpose. Continue to release and breathe whenever you 
start feeling anything negative or heavy.  

Separate your struggles and overwhelm from who you 
really are. They are simply things that you have the 
opportunity to learn from. Hold them at arms’ length so you 
can see them clearly and manage them more easily. 
Remember that your challenges don't have power over 
you. You determine who holds the power to influence and 
create your life. 

Keep moving forward, releasing and breathing, 
allowing all these beautiful truths to truly sink into your 
heart. You are powerful. You are valuable. You are resilient. 
And you have purpose. Take a deep breath and fill up with 
all the goodness around you. You are amazing, and you can 
create the life that you desire.  
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